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Vykuntapali 

Vykuntapali is a fun filled game between the players in a technical zone. The game is divided into 

three rounds. Each team will have a maximum of 2 members. Registration fee is Rs.200/- per 

team. 

  

First round is OpenQuiz with Technical questions: Open quiz is conducted among the teams and 

whichever team answers the maximum questions will be progressed to the next round. 

Second round is Technical Sketch: The concepts given is to be sketched technically and the 

winners among the teams will be progressed to the final round. 

Final round is Snakes and Ladders: The players will play the game using a life sized dice and 

whenever they reach a snake or ladder on the board, they will be asked to answer a technical question. 

As well you have some hidden squares that can change your move. 

 Each game can last for maximum of 20 minutes, with Five teams playing in a game. 

 Questions will be asked to the contestants each time they encounter a snake or a ladder or the 

hidden square.  

 The difficulty of question will increase as the player moves up.  

Rules  

 The team who touches the top square of the board is declared as winner of the game.  

 If a game takes more than 20 minutes to complete then the team which has progressed the 

furthest is declared the winner and the game ends. 

 When a team lands on a snake, the team whose turn comes after them are allowed to choose 

the question for the current team from a group of unseen questions. If the current team 

answers correctly, they are not penalized for landing on a snake. However, an incorrect 

answer will get them penalized and the team will follow the snake down. 

 When a team lands on a ladder, they will choose their own question from a group of unseen 

questions and similarly, a correct answer will allow them to take the ladder up. If answered 

incorrectly, they cannot climb the ladder. 

 All other rules are as per the classic Snakes and Ladders. 

 

Event Co-ordinators : Ms.Shanti Gunna,Asst.Prof CSE Dept (Open Quiz) 

    Ms.Sree Lakshmi, Asst.Prof IT Dept (Open Quiz) 

Ms.P.Subhashitha, Asst.Prof EEE Dept(Technical Sketch) 

Ms.R.Shylaja,Asst.Prof ECE Dept(Technical Sketch) 

Ms.P.Kavitha, Asst.Prof CSE Dept(Technical Sketch) 

Ms.N.Poojitha, Asst.Prof IT Dept(Technical Sketch) 

Dr.A.Vasanthi,Prof CSE Dept(Snakes & Ladders)   

 Ms.S.Ramadevi,Assoc.Prof IT Dept(Snakes & Ladders) 


